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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE, Jesse Johnson
I remember watching a documentary about Komodo Dragons a while ago that pointed out that the large
lizards were, in fact, venomous. When I was a kid, it was hypothesized that the Dragons had such filthy
mouths that they would bite their prey, the bites would get infected, and that infection would kill the prey.
Then a biologist looked at their anatomy and discovered that they were venomous. This biologist was in
the documentary, and he was absolutely incensed that people who hadn’t looked would make claims that
the Dragons weren’t venomous.

Making important decisions based on the best available information is something that most people would
pay lip service to, but many will not actually do. Often, they will not know how to seek the best
information, or sometimes they even ignore it. And for information to be useful, it needs to have some
form of predictive value. Having and understanding the best information can be the difference between
giving a person antibiotics or antivenom. Is there a data-driven solution to public school improvement?

The chart you see below is an example of information that could be used in important decisions about our
schools. It is the result of using school demographics, such as percent minority, poverty, English language
learners, and more to predict school performance. If you wished, for example, to improve school
performance among impoverished minority students, the spreadsheet from whence this chart was derived
would be invaluable.

This canonical analysis plot is based on multiple inputs (demographic metrics) that are tested for
relationships to multiple outputs (various test scores). Each x represents the performance of a NM middle
school during the 2016-2017 school year. The horizontal (X) axis is the predicted performance of the
schools while the vertical (Y) is axis actual performance. The line indicates the overall trend in the data.
R2 is a measure of the strength of the correlation (range 0-1).
http://www.cese.org
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Once those differences are identified, we can start applying
the lessons learned of what to do as well as what not to do to
improve the schools performing worse than expected. That
is the beginning of lifting those in poor minority schools up
inch by inch. It should be obvious that we can do this without
referring to the graph that fraction minority combined with
fraction poverty are the most important. But this data and
research driven approach is something that will take time and
hard work.

This is not a silver bullet solution, which probably won’t
make it popular with people who think that we must instantly
fix our schools; but if we go off half-cocked, we run the risk
of making things worse. We need to know what we are doing
before we act. We need the best information possible.
You can find a lot of people who “KNOW” what it will take
to fix our schools. Early childhood education is one answer
often given, and while there are some effective programs, they
are tremendously expensive, making them more costly than
New Mexico could afford to apply across-the-board. We
could afford across-the-board programs where the gains will
be gone by the third grade, making early childhood education
for all students the “filthy mouth” hypothesis on how to fix
education. Perhaps targeted early childhood education would
work. But do the research in New Mexico first!

In the end, school performance is going to depend more on
the students and the culture of the community in which they
reside than it is on the school. If you want to change that, we
will need to actually look at what is going on with boots on
E-mail Beacon submissions
the ground. If we take this approach, we might find poison
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instead of an infection, and that would make all the difference
in the world when developing a cure.
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If Elected, What Will the Candidates for
Governor do to comply with the A-B-C-D-F
Schools Rating Act?

The new governor will be faced with many
complicated issues, none more controversal than
how to improve the state of public education in
NM. We queried all four candidates with the
following letter. Their responses follow, in order
of receipt.

The New Mexico Coalition for Excellence in
Science and Math Education (CESE) is a not-forprofit organization dedicated to the improvement
of education in New Mexico. An issue of concern
to our members is the current method of assigning
grades to public schools.

The “A-B-C-D-F Schools Rating Act” (2011 22-E
-1 to 22-E-4 NMSA 1978) was signed into law in
2011. It requires that New Mexico schools be
graded using A to F letter grades and prescribes
most of the specific elements that the schools will
be ranked on, leaving some room for the specifics
of its implementation by the NM State Public
Education Department (PED). The PED instituted
a rule to accommodate the act (6.19.8.1 NMAC N, 12-15-11). Now, all state public schools (both
regular and charter) are graded based on this rule.

Both the law and subsequent rule are very
controversial, and the implementation has resulted
in numerous problems. For example, school
district personnel do not understand what the grade
actually means or what they can do to improve
based on a school's “report card." Furthermore,
New Mexico students have not increased their
performance based on national level testing since
the act and rule were implemented, as demonstrated
by the figure below. Math and reading scores for
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2011 to 2107 were extracted from the National
Assessment of Educational Progress, The Nation’s
Report Card; (https://www.nationsreportcard.gov/).
The same trend is apparent for both the 4th grade and
8th grade; there has been no progress toward
improving the performance of NM students and NM
still ranks below the national average. In 2017 NM
is 3rd from the bottom; only Mississippi and
Alabama scored lower. There has already been a
significant investment in this school grading system
to comply with the national Every Student Succeeds
Act (ESSA). We are posing a single question to all
candidates for Governor:
Under your administration, how will you direct
PED to comply with the A-B-C-D-F Act and the
ESSA in time for 2019/2020 school year?
All responses received by COB May 18 will be
published in the next issue of our newsletter, The
Beacon, due to be published before the June primary.

Response from Congressman Steve Pearce

There is no doubt that New Mexico Statute 22-2e4b and the PED rule implementation to
accommodate the statute has failed to improve
outcomes for the children of New Mexico and has
wasted an enormous amount of taxpayer money. In
my mind there are two options to address this law:
work with our legislators, education advocates, and
school districts to change it during the upcoming 60day session and immediately start working with
school districts and teachers to change the weights
and calculations of the components within grading
system. It will be imperative that we work quickly
and thoroughly to insure compliance with federal
and state laws, while embedding the voices of
practitioners into a system that works for New
Mexico. The PED rules can be revised without a
change in statute, so digging deeper into the
effectiveness of VAM, for example, as a growth
measure should be addressed.
In addition,
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simplifying the school grading process to be more
transparent and easily understood is critical to
improving its use as a meaningful tool for increasing
growth and proficiency. Our educators have gone
too long without having real input into the systems
that impact them daily. Local control has been nonexistent and significant funding has been pulled
below the line to target PED directed initiatives. All
of this has occurred with lackluster impact on
student results. As your next Governor, I will direct
the Public Education Department to immediately
identify the components that can be changed
without a statute change, get in front of the
practitioners to gather authentic feedback, push
money to the middle and above the line so decisions
move closer to the classroom, and pull our educators
together to develop a system we all can support
while complying with ESSA.

Response from Congressman LujanGrisham

New Mexico’s current school grading system
focuses far too heavily on student evaluations,
which are based on PARCC testing. Testing-based
measures account for 90% of elementary/middle
school grades and 60% of high school grades. This
has become part of the system that focuses
educators and administrators too much on highstakes testing and not enough on student learning
and results.

As governor, I will make creating a new evaluation
system a priority, starting the with the rule-making
process. This process should bring together
stakeholders from the legislature, the education
profession, and communities across the state to
develop school accountability measures that provide
meaningful and easy-to-understand information to
parents and communities about school performance,
while complying with existing law at the state and
federal level. The rulemaking should focus on
reducing the weight of testing and including more
measures of student and parent engagement,
success. and support.
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It’s also important to recognize that ESSA provides
considerably more flexibility than the states A-F
rating law. Legislators have been working to
improve this system over the past several years. I
will support laws that replace the A-F system with a
stronger more student-focused ESSA-compliant
school grading system in statute, and will make sure
that PED is a partner in these efforts.

At the same time, I will prioritize reform to New
Mexico’s testing system in the short term by ending
use of the PARCC test, and in the long term by
utilizing our flexibility under ESSA to move to
student evaluations focused on non-testing measures
of student learning and success.

Response from Mr. Apodaca

As Governor, we have a bold plan to revamp our
entire education. I am not opposed to rating public
New Mexico schools; it is the lack of community
engagement involved in that process that I
disapprove. We will work with local leaders,
principals, superintendents and educators to institute
a more comprehensive, community-driven
evaluation system. It is important to look at our
school system holistically, evaluate their
performance based on realistic and fair criteria, and
stop punishing our rural communities.
While I do not object to students searching for the
best opportunity to succeed, I am opposed to
allowing families to relocate students to better
school districts outside their communities. Allowing
our kids to leave their communities, as opposed to
addressing our failing schools is not the right answer
to this problem.
We will immediately move 8% of PED’s budget
back into our classrooms and local communities. By
providing more, more funding, more opportunity
and more engagement, for our rural and poorest
schools we can help save our “C”, “D” of “F” rated
public schools and provide increased educational
opportunities to all New Mexicans.
No response was received from Mr. Cervantes.
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Congratulations to the CESE and NMSR Science Fair Winners!
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Every year, CESE teams up with the New Mexicans for Science and Reason (NMSR) to make special awards
at the State Science Fair at New Mexico Tech in Socorro. A high-school and middle school project are
selected for a $200 prize. We select the projects that best used the scientific method to solve, or help solve
a real-world problem that has direct application to improving the world condition.
The 2018 winners are:
Ryan S Helmer, Jefferson
Montessori Academy, Solar Water
Farming: Using Desiccants to
Explore New Water Opportunities
in Arid Climates

Mattealle R Calhoun, Portales
Junior High School. “Nutrition
Labels: How Accurate Are They?”

A Toon by Thomas
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My Genes, Your Genes, We all Have the
Same Genes!
Dr. Rebecca Reiss, Professor Emerita of Biology, New
Mexico Tech

An important lesson I learned during teaching genetics
for over two decades at New Mexico Tech is that there is
a major misconception regarding genetics held by many;
that everyone has ‘different’ genes. Even medical
professionals are known to provide the assessment that
someone has ‘good genes,’ implying that others have ‘bad
genes.’ Geneticists may be partially to blame since there
is a tendency to simplify the language of science with the
assumption that this will increase comprehension. But this
isn’t rocket science: it’s genetics. Genes are a unit of
heredity and we all have the same genes. Alleles are the
variants of genes, you get a set of alleles from your
biological mother and father. For example, we all have
genes that control hair color, the alleles of these genes are
responsible for determining our hair color. Everyone
carries two alleles for the melanocortin-1 receptor
(MCRI) gene; those with red hair have two alleles that
produce protein with modified function that leads to
changes in both hair and skin color. Alleles for red hair
and fair skin are more common in in the British Isles. It
is less common in other populations, but even at low
levels there is the possibility of rare red-haired
individuals. The first key to understanding genetics is that
it is like Powerball; there are an extraordinary number of
different combinations of alleles, but we are all ‘winners’
of a unique combination. New alleles arise naturally
through mutational processes. We know that differences
are not just caused by changes in the sequence of the
DNA, but involve the marking of the DNA since these
marks change how genes are expressed. These marks are
referred to as epialleles because their inheritance follows
different rules that we are just beginning to understand.

Think of a gene as a city block; the ‘houses’ are regions
that code for proteins, the spaces between the houses
represent DNA regions that are copied but are removed
before the message is completely decoded into protein.
The numbers on the houses are the address of each gene
in basepairs and the street signs are bases that can be
marked to indicate whether the gene is expressed; some
‘blocks’ may be closed to traffic. A drive along a
chromosome would be like driving cross-country; the
ends of the chromosomes are similar to coastal regions
with specialized structures to keep flooding at bay. There
are many neighborhoods with different types of
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architecture and the density of structures varies greatly
along the route. You have two copies of each
chromosome (except for the X if you are male) and each
of these has the same basic sequence of houses, but the
condition of each structure is different; some may be
painted a slightly different color, some may have
completely different architecture. These represent alleles.
If you compare the architecture of houses (alleles) of each
block (gene) throughout a population, some will be styles
that are more common than others. To exist as a human,
you need all of the structures, but the architecture will
differ. The diversity of the human race is an asset to be
celebrated, not an attribute to be feared.
Why do humans have different skin colors?

Melanins are the molecules responsible for skin and hair
color, and the production of melanins is the result of many
different proteins, each of which is coded in the DNA by
genes. All humans have a region in the DNA that can
code for pheomelanin, a red-yellow pigment and a gene
for eumelanin (brown-black pigment); different variants
are responsible for minor differences in skin color. The
MCRI protein controls the production of melanins; red
heads are just one example of the result of variation in the
gene. MCRI is just one example of the many proteins that
control of the production of melanin genes and the
transport of melanin into the right tissue at the right time.
This type of gene regulation is not an off/on switch, it is
more like a rheostat. Hence the variation in color even
among redheads.

When populations become isolated from one another they
adapt to different environments. In the case of humans
moving North of the tropics, the amount of sun to which
skin was exposed became a selective factor. When UV
radiation hits the skin, vitamin D is produced, which is
critical for bones. Too much UV radiation is damaging,
so dark skin is protective in tropical regions where the
sun’s rays are most direct year round. As groups migrated
into temperature regions with less UV radiation, those
with lighter skin were at a selective advantage and
patterns of the deposition of melanin changed so skin was
lighter; these changes generate more alleles. We have
come to learn that not all of these alleles involve changes
in the base DNA sequence (the architecture), but flags on
the DNA (the street signs) that can alter function; these
changes are much more frequent than base changes. Such
epigenetic changes rapidly generate even more alleles. In
1801, Jean Baptiste Lamarck proposed the theory that
characteristics are influenced by the environment and that
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resulting changes can be passed on to subsequent
generations. It was over 150 years later that DNA was
identified as the molecule that codes for physical
characteristics and that the marks on DNA are associated
with a cell’s environment. Some of these marks can be
inherited by subsequent generations. Lamarck wasn’t
totally wrong, he was just way ahead of his time. We now
know that food can mark DNA and what we eat can affect
the next generation. So it’s not about the giraffe stretching
its neck, its all about the food. Suffice it to say that
genetics and epigenetics research is undergoing a rapid
advancement in the post-genomics era.
The idea that it is possible to judge a population by its
genetics is based on the pseudoscience of eugenics that
emerged in the early 1900s as an extension of agricultural
research. If we can breed a better cow, why not a better
human? One flaw in this argument is in assumption that
domesticated cattle are better; they are more susceptible
to diseases due to the reduction of diversity and they
cannot exist without the intervention of humans. A far
better example of effective adaptation are dogs; the
diversity in appearance increased from their wolf
ancestors as they coevolved with humans. Once humans
became involved in selective breeding of dogs, genetic
problems associated with purebred strains became
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evident. Hip dysplasia in large dogs such as Labrador
Retrievers is just one example. In the case of humans, it’s
no coincidence that most societies have prohibitions
against marriage of relatives closer than second cousins.
Inbreeding decreases diversity and results in the
expression of recessive genetic syndromes; hemophilia is
the classic example. The frequency of hemophilia allele
increased in the European royal families because of
inbreeding. This is the second genetic lesson; inbreeding
bad, outbreeding good.

Here’s a quiz: what continent has the most genetic
variation? If you answered North America, think again.
Yes, there is plenty of genetic diversity in North America
due to migration. But as the cradle of human evolution,
African populations have existed longer and have had
more time for DNA changes to occur. Populations outside
of Africa are the result of migration that represent a small
subset of the genetic variation. The third genetic lesson is
that Africa is a treasure trove of variation that we are just
beginning to understand.

As more people subject themselves to DNA testing, the
extent of outbreeding in one’s own family is becoming
evident. The resiliency of the human race depends on in
its diversity.
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We are pleased to announce that Glenn Branch, Deputy Director
of the National Center for Science Education (NCSE) will be the
keynote speaker for our 2018 CESE membership meeting.
Glenn has written extensivly on issues of teaching evolution and climate change. He was
instrumental in getting national press for the attempted weakening and politicization of Next
Generation Science Standards (NGSS) by the PED. Glenn will answer the question;

Why Is It So Hard to Teach Evolution and Climate Change?
Saturday, June 23, 2018
1:30 PM
The UNM Anthropology Lecture Hall
FREE and open to the public

Directions: From Central and University, go north on University
until you get to Las Lomas. Turn right, then right into the parking
lot. The lecture will take place in the Anthropology buliding
lecture hall, immediately south of the parking lot. Parking is free
on Saturdays. We look forward to seeing you there.

